


Here we introduce the Beyond Pulse Physical 
Qualities Development Model (PQDM), 
focusing on the physical characteristics of each 
group with examples of how coaches could train 
these in their practices.

To set the scene, it is important to understand 
how we develop speed in a structured manner 
from childhood to adulthood as speed is an 
essential component of soccer.

However in order to do this, we have a core 
set of principles around the model that are 
fundamental to every aspect of training. These 
are first to ensure player welfare, the delivery 
of activities that are relative to players’ 
stages of maturation, to be prepared to coach 
to individualization and understand ways to 
achieve this, and ALWAYS making everything we 
do fun and engaging!

Evidence suggests there is no such thing as a 
single speed gene. Further research also states 
that we can in fact train speed qualities from as 
young as five years old as long as the child 
comprehends. Therefore, Speed Training can be 
applied appropriately across the  “Windows of 
Trainability” for youth.

On the following page we present our Beyond 
Pulse Physical Qualities Development Model, 
which is broken down in to three windows:

SAMPLING WINDOW: 5-10 years
SPECIALIZATION WINDOW: 10-15 years
INVESTMENT WINDOW: 15+ years

Within each window we show the age groups as 
a guide for training. It is important to note this is 
a sliding scale and is never an exact science 
based on the players’ chronological age. 
Players can easily transcend one or more 
windows depending on their growth and 

maturation periods. These characteristics also 
determine the training adaptions for youth as 
key elements to consider when planning 
different types of activities. With a focus on 
speed step characteristics, the earlier focus 
should be on increasing the frequency of steps 
and gradually evolves towards targeting step 
length as it relates to speed development. 
The focus for each window and the specific 
components of speed that should be trained are 
also highlighted. However, it is crucial that all 
are delivered through soccer specific skills that 
can easily be implemented within a typical 
practice. With these principles in place, the 
outcomes will take care of themselves!

Check out our blog post that shares some 
simple ideas as to how Speed Training can be 
applied across the three windows and start 
training speed in your players today!

STAGES OF SPEED TRAINABILITY IN YOUTH SOCCER

WEBMINAR SUMMARY

Can we train speed in young soccer players based upon 
the three stages of trainability?
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PHYSICAL QUALITIES DEVELOPMENT PLAN
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Beyond Pulse is the ultimate soccer coaching 
diagnostic tool, empowering coaches with 
critical health data, resulting in better training, 
improved player health and performance.
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